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We dis uss the properties of orbits within the inuen e sphere of a supermassive bla k hole (BH), in the
four major orbit families; one of these, the pyramid orbits, have the interesting property that they

ase that the surrounding star

an approa h arbitrarily

equations of motion and show that in the limit of weak triaxiality, the pyramid orbits are integrable: the motion
the orbit about the short axis of the triaxial gure, with e
orbits o

apture from pyramid orbits

losely to the BH. We derive the orbit-averaged

onsists of a two-dimensional libration of the major axis of

entri ity varying as a fun tion of the two orientation angles, and rea hing unity at the

upy the lowest angular momentum regions of phase spa e, they

to BHs. We derive expressions for the

luster is nonaxisymmetri . There are

ompete with

ollisional loss

apture rate, in luding the ee ts of general relativisti

orners. Be ause pyramid

one repopulation and with resonant relaxation in supplying matter

pre ession whi h imposes an upper limit to the e

entri ity. We show that

an dominate the feeding of BHs, parti ularly in giant galaxies, at least until su h a time as the pyramid orbits are depleted; however this time

an be of order a Hubble time.
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Introdu tion
We

Pyramid orbits

onsider the motion of stars in the dominant potential of point mass

dition of potential from a distributed mass of stellar

M•

with ad-

usp, whi h is (weakly) triaxial.

The orbit of a star in the vi inity of a supermassive bla k hole (BH) may be regarded as

∼P

perturbed Keplerian motion. On short times ale (
almost

 the radial period) orbit is an

losed ellipse, whose orientation hanges more slowly. We employ orbit-averaging

te hnique (1; 2) to redu e the problem to two-dimensional Hamiltonian system with the
a tion variables are

ℓ

and

ℓz

 angular momentum and its

to the angular momentum of a
small triaxiality

ǫ.

z

omponent (normalized

ir ular orbit). This system is integrable in the

There are four

ase of

lasses of orbits (Fig.1), three of them being tubes

The non-axisymmetri

potential leads to non- onservation of both angular momen-

ℓ and
its z
omponent ℓz .
They os illate with hara teristi frequen y ν ∼
√
2πP −1 ǫ (M⋆(r)/M•), where M⋆ is the distributed (stellar) mass within the radius
of the orbit. The orbit-averaged method is appli able only for radii r . rbh , where the
BH inuen e radius rbh is dened to ontain M⋆ ≃ M• . The pyramid orbits are best
des ribed in terms of the e entri ity ve tor e. It orresponds to the ve tor in physi al
spa e, dire ted from the BH to the apoapse of the orbit. Its omponents ex and ey pertum

form os illations (Fig.2, left), whi h are harmoni
limit

ex,y ≪ 1.

The ve tor

ex, ey

and un oupled in the small-amplitude

lls a re tangular region, whi h denes the base of

and one is a Keplerian analogue of box orbits  the pyramid orbits (dis overed in (3; 4),

the pyramid orbit in physi al spa e. The squared angular momentum

and thoroughly studied in the present paper).

a maximum value
Sin e the BH

ℓ2max ∼ ǫ

ℓ2

os illates from

down to 0 (Fig.2, right).

aptures or tidally disrupts stars with angular momentum less than a

ℓmin, the pyramid orbits are a good andidate for feeding the
(ℓmin/ℓmax)2 stars are lost during ea h radial orbital period P ,

ertain minimal value

LAT

BH. Approximately

SAT

and the time for fully depleting all pyramid orbits is typi ally less than the Hubble time
(Fig.3).
The ee ts of general relativity introdu e additional periapse pre ession, whi h leads to
nonzero lower limit on
limit is still less than
BH. At

r & rbh

ℓ

whi h a pyramid orbit may attain. For

riti al value for

most low-

ℓ

r & 0.3rbh

apture, and pyramids may be

orbits are turned to

haoti

this lower

onsumed by the

(whi h still may

ontribute to

feeding rates, see (4)).
The total

apture rate of stars on pyramid orbits is

whi h is mu h larger than the
pyramid orbits at

r ∼ rbh

is

∼ 10−3 M⊙yr−1 (M•/108 M⊙),

apture rate due to two-body relaxation. The lifetime of

∼ 1011ǫ

yr.
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Fig.1: Four types of orbits in triaxial nu lei: long- and short-axis tubes, sau ers (subfamily of SAT) and pyramids.
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Fig.3: Times ales of various pro esses in the
bla k hole inuen e radius;

Tdepl

time evolution of squared angular momentum

ℓ2 .

Red line marks the

below whi h a star may be disrupted by the BH; it
points of pyramid orbit.

ex, ey ); Right:
riti al value of ℓ

orresponds to region near

orner
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entre of Milky Way.
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rbh ≃ 3

is the times ale for pyramid orbit depletion;

low radius is due to the inuen e of relativisti

entri ity ve tor
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Fig.2: Left: base of a pyramid orbit ( omponents of e

rbh
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